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Formula unit mass :-The
formula unit mass of a
substance is a sum of the
atomic masses of all atoms in a
formula unit of a compound .
Formula unit mass is calculated
in the same manner as we
calculate the molecular mass.

The only the difference
is that we use the word
formula unit for these
substances whose constituent



particles are ions. For example
sodium chloride as discussed
above, has a formula unit NaCl.
Its formula unit mass can be
calculated as :-

1x23+ 1x35.5=58.5 u

Example: Calculate the formula
unit mass of CaCl2

Solutions :atomic mass of
Ca+(2x atomic mass of Cl)

=40 +2x35.5=40+71=111u



Mole Concept



We buy certain things either
by mass .for example we
generally buy oranges ,eggs,
bananas etc by number ,by
dozen (I dozen=12 n pieces) we
buy most our vegetables by
mass, gram or kilogram. The
unit we choose to express the
quantity is just a matter of
convenience . Incidentally you
will be amazed to know that in
super markets of



USA/CANADA, bananas are
sold by weight and not by
numbers as done here in our
country.So lookI the choice of
the unit depends upon the
choice of the people like you
and me.

In much the same way we buy
a dozen of eggs or a kilogram
of sweerts , a chemist deals
with a mole of



atoms ,molecules ,ions or
electrons.

The number of particles
(atoms ,molecules or ions )
present in one mole of any
subs tance is fixed ,with a
value of 6.022x 1023.This is an
experimentally obtained value.
This number is called Avogadro
constant or Avogadro
Number(represented byN0)



named in honour of the Italian
scientist , Amedo Avogadro.

1 mole (of anything)
=6.022x1023 in number,

1 dozen = 12 nos.

1 gross =144 nos.

The mass of 1 mole of a
substance is equal to its
relative atomic or molecular
mass in grams .The atomic
mass of an element gives us
the mass of one atom of that



element in atomic mass
units(u).





Numericals based on the Mole
concept:-
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1. How many moles are 5 gm
of calcium?

Solutions:-

40 gm of calcium atoms=1mole
of calcium

5g of calcium = x5 mole

= 1/8

= 0.125 mole

2. What is the mass of 4 moles
of Aluminium atoms?

Solutions: -



1 mole of Al atoms = 27 g

4 moles of Al atoms =27x4

=108 g

3. Calculate the number of
atoms in 0.2 mole of
sodium(Na).

Solutions: - we know that 1
mole of atom contains 6.022x
1023 atoms

1 mole of sodium atom
contains 6.022x1023 atoms.



0.2 mole of sodium atom
contains 6.022x1023 x0.2 atoms

= 12.044x1022 atoms

4. How many moles are 9.033
x1024atoms of helium (He)?

Solutions: -

6.022 x1023atoms of He=
1mole

So 9.033x1024atoms of helium

= (1/6.022x1023)X9.033x1024

=15 moles



5. Calculate the number of iron
atoms in a piece of iron
weighing 2.8g (Atomic mass of
iron=56u)

Solution:-

56 g of iron contains

=6.022x 1023 atoms

2.8 g of iron contains
=(6.022x1023/56)x2.8

=3.011x1022/2

=3.011x1022atoms



6. Which has more number of
atoms ,100grams of or 100
grams of irons?

(atomic masses : Na =23u ;Fe
=56u )

Solutions : Moles of sodium =
mass of sodium/molar mass of
sodium

=100/23

=4.34



Moles of iron = mass of
iron/molar mass of iron

=100/56

=1.78

7. Convert 22 g of carbon
dioxide (CO2) into moles
(atomic masses: C=12 u; O=16
u)

Solutions :-

1 mole of CO2 =molecular mass
of C02 in grams



= mass of C+ mass of Ox2

=12 +16x2

=44g

Mass of 1 mole of carbon
dioxide is 44 grams.

44 g of cabon dioxide = 1 mole

22g of carbon dioxide

= x22mole

=1/2

=0.5 mole



8. what is the number of
molecules in 0.25 moles of
oxygen?

Solutions :-

1 mole of oxygen contains =
6.022x1023 molecules

0.25 moles of oxygen contains
=6.022x1023x0.25

=1.505x1023molecules




